
to matter and belong



When the need to matter and belong becomes jeopardized, 
there is potential for conflict. 

Nobody ever  
listens to me!

I never wanted to 
 live here 

 in the first place!

What happened to the CO 
 in cohousing?

This place  
is not  

for me!
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Remember:
•Conflict is natural. Expect it.
•Feelings come and go. Impossible to sustain.
•We can live with unmet needs. 
•There are ways to move forward.
•Empathy is our best friend.



Let’s learn about empathy.



is:


•understanding


•staying w/the present


•connection


•a quality of 
presence


•caring 
attention


•listening w/ 
whole being


•following


•guessing


•translating into 
feelings & needs


•being


•accompanying


• resonating


is not:


• fixing


•analyzing


•content


•identifying


•physically 
comforting


•interrogating


•leading


•knowing


•educating


•doing


• separating


• dampening


  empathy



Once we understand empathy, 
we can use a tool called a FEEDBACK FORM. 



My experience:


what I appreciate:


What I was hoping for & why it matters to me:

community feedback form

i’d like to 
give 
feedback 
to a 
neighbor

i’d like to 
give feedback 
to a friendI’d like to 

give 
feedback 
to a 
committee

i’d like to 
give feedback 
to  someone 
in my family

i’d like to 
give 
feedback to 
dynamic 
governance

i’d like to 
give feedback 
to an 
individual

i’d like to 
give feedback 
to the 
membership 
folks

i’d like to 
give 
feedback 
to care 
and 
counsel

I’d like 
to give 
feedback 
to...



Principles of Effective Feedback

•Engage willingness to receive feedback. 
Checking to see if the willingness is there, and especially being 
willing to postpone the offering until a time when the willingness 
is there, tends to increase the experience of mattering and 
thereby is likely to contribute to more openness. Meanwhile, one 
may request some empathy from a member of Care & Counsel.

•Invite feedback in the other direction. 
This encourages collaboration and self-responsibility.

•Use specific & concrete observational language when 
describing your experience. 

Connecting feedback to tangible moments plays a key role in 
helping the receiver understand & connect w/feedback. This 
applies to both satisfaction & dissatisfaction.



I wish I could sell you an actual physical book! That was my plan pre-Covid19. 
But of course our physical world is being navigated so differently now.

So our virtual world is, for now, more of the norm. 
 

Here is the info. for learning about and purchasing online:

www.teachingfromyourheart.org

http://www.teachingfromyourheart.org

